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TAKING A LEAP: Bradley Morgan is the quintessential computer geek and nice guy, through
and through. The only problem is that in his opinion, nice guys almost always finish last when
it comes to hot women like his sexy co-worker Alyssa Jones. But things change after Alyssa
finds her boyfriend cheating. Suddenly, nice guys like Brad dont look so bad. So when Brad
agrees to ghostwrite the sex scenes for a romance novel as a favor for desperate client Maria
White and asks for Alyssas help after hours, she agrees wholeheartedly and things really start
to heat up. Brad and Alyssa learn you should never judge a book by its cover, and that
sometimes love requires a leap of faith. LIGHT MY FIRE: Amy Geralds life is filled with
whirlwind romance. Unfortunately, its all on the pages of the romance novels she publishes.
That is until she volunteers to cat-sit for her author friend Maria and meets Troy ODonnell, the
hunky fireman who lives next door. The problem is, this commitment-phobic consummate
bachelor is far more willing to run into a burning building than allow love into his life. Troy
will grasp at any excuse, even the ridiculous assumption that Amy is a lesbian, just to avoid
his growing feelings for her. Amid a comedy of errors and misunderstandings, which includes
Troys first hilarious visit to a gay bar, Amy manages to light Troys fire, but can she also
conquer his fears? SECOND TIME AROUND: Antonio Sanchez thought that at 32 his life
was all mapped out-wife, kids, career-until some major bumps in the road radically alter his
course and send him careening right into the path of newly divorced Maddie Morgan.
Suddenly thrust back into single life, Antonio moves back in with his old-fashioned parents
and has to learn to juggle his kids, his job at the firehouse, and his role as Best Man for his
newly engaged best friend Troy, all in addition to facing his unquenchable desire for Maddie.
Throw in a slew of matchmaking friends and relatives, led by Maria whose apartment appears
to be the Bermuda Triangle for lost lovers, and Antonio and Maddie discover just how
complicated things can get. Can the pair prove that love really is better the second time
around?
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